NOTES:
1. DRINKING FOUNTAIN SHALL BE ADA HI/LOW, PEDESTAL MOUNT, STAINLESS STEEL, POWDER COATED BROWN, WITH RIGHT OR LEFT LOWER ADA BOWL (SITE DEPENDANT), STAINLESS STEEL SAND STRAINERS ALL BOWLS, JUG FILLER, AND OPTIONAL PET FOUNTAIN (SITE DEPENDANT) AS AVAILABLE FROM MOST DEPENDABLE FOUNTAINS (MDF), www.mostdependable.com, MODEL 440SM, OR EQUAL.
2. DRINKING FOUNTAIN WITH LEFT ADA ARM IS SHOWN, RIGHT ADA ARM IS SIMILAR OPPOSITE HAND.

NOTE: INSTALL ANCHOR BOLT CENTERED UNDER "ADA ARM"
NOTE: UON, ITEMS SHOWN ON THIS SHEET ARE SUPPLIED BY DRINKING FOUNTAIN MANUFACTURER.
DOMESTIC WATER VALVE
EBRPO STD PLAN 704

POTABLE SUPPLY

1/2" SOFT COPPER

CLEAN OUT TO GRADE
EBRPO STD PLAN 706

8'-0"

4'-6"

3'-6"

OPTIONAL PET FOUNTAIN

LEFT ADA ARM
(LOW BOWL)

SLOPE SLAB 1.5% MAX
FOR POSITIVE DRAINAGE
SHEET FLOW DRAINAGE AWAY
FROM DRINKING FOUNTAIN
(SLOPE DIRECTION MAY VARY
TO SUIT FIELD CONDITIONS)

JUG FILLER
(AT FOUNT)

60" DIA

30" X 46""
MIN CLEAR SPACE ADA

REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAB

8' X 8' X 5"T

3" PVC DRAIN PIPE
TO SITE DRAINAGE

PLAN